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Abstract

Wireless communication and mobile computing technologies have brought new opportunities and challenges to the CSCW area. Traditional CSCW solutions concerning communication and coordination support are not applicable to mobile collaboration scenarios. Therefore, new reusable solutions have to be proposed in order to ease the development of mobile collaborative applications. This paper presents a set of design patterns to support communication and coordination in mobile ad-hoc scenarios. These two aspects are the basis to support mobile collaboration.
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1. Introduction

A collaborative application supports the work performed by a group of collaborators who pursue a common goal. For the attainment of this goal, the groupware system must provide support in three essential aspects: communication, coordination and collaboration [5]. Communication allows interactions among the groupware applications, and the coordination aspects are in charge of governing such interactions. The collaboration process can be done by people (or software agents), who can use a groupware application to ease or promote such collaboration.

The CSCW community has designed solutions to support communication and coordination in stable communication scenarios (wired networks) and the obtained results are highly interesting. However, the current capabilities for wireless communication and mobile computing have brought new challenges for the CSCW community. Mobile collaboration is a great opportunity and a need in several scenarios [17]. When two or more mobile users meet, their physical location should not be a limitation to collaborate. Examples of this kind of collaboration are in several areas such as: disaster relief [15], construction management [12] and health care [18].

Collaboration activities involving mobile workers are frequently supported by MANETs (Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks) [1]. However, solutions using MANETs have to be designed to support communication and coordination, by considering the features of these networks, such as small communication range, dynamic topology and high disconnection rate [4].

Some requirements influencing mobile collaboration, in terms of communication and coordination support, are the following ones:

- **Autonomy:** Collaborative mobile applications should work as autonomous solutions in terms of communication, data and functionality. This is because the MANETs have a high disconnection rate when they are used by wireless computing devices carried on by mobile users [13].
Interoperability: Since mobile users are usually unknown persons trying to do casual or opportunistic collaboration, their collaborative mobile applications should offer communication, data and services interoperability.

Shared information availability: Shared information supporting collaborative applications in these scenarios need to be highly replicated due to frequent disconnections (even using access points).

Variability of the work context: Since users are on the move to carry out their activities, their work context can frequently change. Some attributes, such as MANET topology and the Internet/servers access, will change from one place to the next one.

Use of hardware resources: Collaborative mobile applications should operate, in many cases, with constrained hardware resources; e.g., the case in which these solutions need to run on Personal Data Assistants (PDAs). Therefore, the communication and coordination solutions should be lightweight.

Low coordination cost. Tasks are often strongly partitioned among workers. This partitioning minimizes coordination demands and it allows people to work autonomously and in parallel [16]. Ideally, the coordination process should be unattended [15].

Awareness of users’ reachability. Mobile workers need to know when a particular user is reachable, because they do on-demand collaboration. Hence, awareness mechanisms indicating user reachability should be embedded in mobile groupware applications.

Deployment ease. An important factor is the speed of having the device ready to operate. A quick boot-up time will let workers productively use dead times. Applications – in particular, these workspaces – should also self-configure automatically after boot-up [15].

3. Related Work

There are several experiences reporting the use of collaborative mobile applications [13]. Although some of these applications are fully-distributed, they do not describe or analyze the strategies used to deal with the requirements identified in section 2. Thus, the potential design solutions cannot be evaluated when they are formalized through design patterns or reused in future application developments. Lukosch and Schümmer [10] argue that groupware reuse should focus on design reuse rather than code reuse.

A related works was done by Jørstad et al., who studied the feasibility of developing generic coordination services in a distributed (but stable) work scenario [9]. They concluded generic coordination services definition is feasible and they developed a model that was mapped to a Service Oriented Architecture. The generic coordination services they defined included Locking, Presentation Control, User Presence Management, Organization Management and Communication Control. These services were put together into a coordination service layer and made available to the collaborative applications. However, this proposal does not consider changes in the local work context and people’s mobility.

There is a large list of reusable designs applicable to the coordination services design of groupware applications for fixed networks [2, 7]. However, the contextual variables influencing the collaboration scenario (e.g. communication instability and low feasibility to use servers) and the mobile work (e.g. use of context-aware services and support for ad-hoc coordination processes) make such solutions unsuitable.

Next section presents the pattern we propose to structure the communication and coordination services in order to support mobile collaboration.

4. Patterns

Following the ideas of Ellis et al. [5] we propose a layered and fully-distributed architecture. It is composed of three layers and it is the base supporting the rest of the patterns (Figure 1).

The layered architecture allows mobile groupware designers to separate the software concerns. It also allows to increase the system scalability and flexibility, and gives a sound platform to deal with interoperability issues. Since this architecture is fully replicated, each mobile unit (user + groupware application) becomes autonomous in terms of services and data. Thus, we can see the collaboration scenario as a dynamic mesh where no centralized components are allowed. Next section briefly describes the proposed design patterns using the description language proposed and used in [10].

4.1. Distributed Session Management

Intent. It allows users to setup a network environment including transport layer (TCP/IP) and session layer for collaborative interactions using a MANET.
Context. Groups of users need to interact among them synchronously/asynchronously using a Mesh network or MANET. Regardless of how dynamic is the network topology, if these interactions are feasible, they should be easy to carry out and involve a low coordination cost.

Related Requirements. Low Coordination Cost, Autonomy and Ease of Deployment.

Problem. Users and groups of users using a mobile ad-hoc network need to be univocally identified in order to coordinate the interactions among them and provide an accurate message deliver/routing. However, Mesh networks and mainly MANETs do not allow centralized components able to link the real and the virtual identity. This situation constrains the groupware applications capabilities to support interactions between two users in these mobile, dynamic and changing networks.

Solution. The session management should be fully-distributed. It is not a problem because the proposed architecture is fully distributed and each mobile unit has to be autonomous. The user’s virtual identity (VI) is a unique ID, which is linked to the real identity (RI) without concerning the user’s device type or IP address. User sessions can be implemented as dynamic arrays of virtual identities (Figure 2).

Each session has a unique Session ID (SID). Session members keep a local instance of the arrays involving them. These arrays need to be synchronized automatically or on-demand in order to keep the session state updated.

Each node in the MANET has a virtual ID and a set of sessions which the current user belongs to (Figure 3). This information is used to manage the session and also to route and deliver messages. This structure allows the management of multiple sessions at the same time, even if some session members get temporarily disconnected.

Related Patterns. Session [6] is not focused on how to organize a session. That pattern deals with collaborative sessions; the session instance does not include information about the applications used in the session. Collaborative Session [11] models the context for collaboration as a shared session object, visualizes the session state and supports users in starting, joining, leaving, and terminating the session and automates the selection and start of tools.

Figure 2. Basic structure of MANET session management
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Figure 3. Information support for session management in a MANET

4.2. Work Session

Intent. This pattern allows users belonging to the same session to collaborate using a MANET.

Context. Mobile users in the same session collaborate interchanging messages and data. The setup and interaction process should be as simple and automatic as possible.

Related Requirements. Information Sharing and Low Coordination Cost.

Problem. Mobile users do not have time to spend settling up issues to collaborate. Thus, the structure of a work session should include components able to ease the interaction process. The functionality should include message delivery, information sharing and users’ connection/disconnection to a session.

Solution. Every work session should be modeled as an entity composed of a session shared data space and a set of members (Figure 4). The session shared data space is composed of the public data spaces of each mobile unit currently active in the session. The session members (identified by a virtual ID) represent the set of mobile units able to interact to each other as part of a collaboration process.

Each session member has four components: (1) a private data space, (2) a public data space, (3) a list of reachable mobile units, (4) an input/output communication channel. Typically, a mobile user puts into the public data space those resources he/she wants to share with other session members. These resources can be shared through replication or synchronization processes. Private resources are kept into the private data space, which is accessible just for the local user.

Session members also locally record information about which mobile units are reachable by them. Since the network topology is continually changing based on the users’ displacement, this information is very useful to deliver/route messages and to determine when a
message should be transmitted because it has a high probability to get to the destination unit.

Finally, the communication process among session members is carried out through an input/output channel, which is shared by the session members. When a user gets in/out a session a predefined message is transmitted through the channel (multicast) to the list of session members. This announcement allows the user to record the mobile unit in the list of reachable mobile units that the peer keeps. Moreover, the new user receives a response of his/her peers. Such information is used to update the local list of reachable mobile units, and also to implement awareness mechanisms about users connection. Session members could also record information of the interim nodes of the MANET as a way to ease the message routing process.

**Figure 4. Structure of a work session**

**Related Patterns.** Room [11] focuses only on users who are active in collaboration; it does not consider the communication capabilities and low setup cost. The new pattern deals with all user’s basic needs: data sharing, user availability awareness, and message delivery.

**4.3. Mobile User List**

**Intent.** This pattern shows who is currently participating in a work session.

**Context.** In a work session the user presence depends on the user reachability and visibility. User presence is a well-known mechanism to motivate collaboration processes; therefore it should be provided as part of the mobile collaborative applications.

**Related Requirements.** Awareness of Users’ Reachability, and Variability of the Work Context.

**Problem.** A well-known mechanism to implement user presence is to keep a list of current users. However, this list is highly dynamic in this scenario and it is distributed. Just a part of it is valid for each session member. In addition, some users could want to be invisible to other users (because of privacy purposes), but available for message routing purposes.

**Solution.** The list of reachable mobile units presented in the previous pattern is a data grid. Each record includes the mobile unit ID, the virtual (user) ID, the user’s role, the visibility attribute and the list of neighbors (Figure 5).

**Figure 5. Structure of list of reachable mobile units**

Particularly, the user visibility attribute allows to implement awareness mechanisms of user availability and user roles. The list of neighbors is the set of nodes that eventually can be used as interim points to reach a (remote) mobile user. Sometimes the distance between two session members is more than one hop (Figure 2); thus, neighbor nodes should be used to support the communication process.

The list of reachable mobile units is updated by two mechanisms: (1) peers discovery and (2) list synchroniztion. Peers discovery involves sending a message to a peer destination using an ad-hoc gossip multicast [8]. If the destination is reached, it returns a message to the sender indicating the list of interim visited nodes. Such data is used to update the local list of reachable mobile units and neighbors. Then a change-propagation mechanism can be triggered to the rest of session members. In that case, the update to the list is done using a typical synchronization process.

**Related Patterns.** User List [11] only shows collaborative-active users and Session [6] only shows all the group users (connected and disconnected).

**4.4. CrossLayer**

**Intent.** This pattern allows sharing information among layers of a groupware system architecture. This data could be: a mobile unit list, the MANET topology, and features of the mobile computing devices.

**Context.** A groupware architecture separates concerns in different layers. Each layer provides services and records data related to such services. Interoperability among services is vital to support collaboration.

**Related Requirements.** Interoperability and Awareness of users’ reachability.

**Problem.** Interoperability among services should be possible to support collaboration. No matter if the services are local or remote. This interoperability should also be provided independently if the services are provided by a Laptop, a PDA or a Smart-Phone.

**Solution.** Groupware services and public data structures belonging to each layer of the architecture should be accessible through an API. Important data could be shared using a mechanism to ensure services interoperability, e.g., mobile devices with few hardware resources could require lightweight mechanisms for data sharing or peers discovery. However, if an application running on a laptop must interoperate with a service running on a PDA, contextual information about the PDA’s hardware resources will be needed in order to dynamically adapt the interaction protocol.
Related Patterns. The most related pattern is Layer [3] but it is not focused on distributed systems or services interoperability.

4.5. MANET Routing

Intent. This pattern allows to route messages between mobile units located at more than one hop of distance.

Context. Ad-hoc networks are not supported by infrastructure. The nodes in the network use wireless communication and a dynamic topology for data dissemination and gathering. This lets ad-hoc networks be useful in many scenarios, providing communication autonomy and interoperability to mobile workers.

Related Requirements. Awareness of Users’ Reachability and Easy to Deploy.

Problem. The current wireless communication norms supporting mobility have a limited communication threshold. For example, the Wi-Fi threshold is about 200 meters in open areas and 20 meters in built areas. Most groupware solutions need to extend the communication threshold as much as possible to increase the interaction scope; hence, routing mechanisms are required to allow it.

Solution. The message delivery service should be based on ad-hoc gossip multicast [8], because it offers an intermediate solution between the routing and flooding techniques. By using gossip-based multicast, the delivery mechanism achieves high reliability with moderate degradation of performance. This delivery strategy relies on the following three-phases algorithm:

Potential Disconnection Detection: This phase is performed permanently by every node in the MANET. At every time step t, each node monitors its 1-hop neighbors. For each 1-hop neighbor located at a distance greater than a certain number of hops, given as a parameter, the monitoring node records such distance at that moment. At the next time step, the monitoring node will determine the new distance for each previously monitored 1-hop neighbor. If, for each 1-hop neighbor, the distance has increased, then the monitoring node will try to find out if at least one of its other 1-hop neighbors is near to the one under observation. If the monitoring node fails on such task, it will propagate a “potential disconnection” message through the MANET.

Correction: The second phase is also implemented by each mobile unit in the MANET. Once a node detects a potential disconnection, it propagates a message through the network, using gossip-based multicast. Any mobile unit receiving that message will wait a given period of time for the counterpart message; i.e., the message sent by the other node involved in the potential disconnection. If the counterpart message is received by the mobile unit, then it will ignore the situation because it means there is at least one alternative route connecting both nodes. On the contrary, if the counterpart message is not received by the unit, then it assumes a disconnection is in progress and it will set itself towards that task; i.e., move towards the potential disconnection area.

Maintenance: Each mobile unit in the potential disconnection area tries to detect the presence of the requesting nodes during the third phase of the algorithm. If a unit does not find the requesting nodes after a given period of time, then it sets itself back to Idle state. Nonetheless, if a unit detects the requesting nodes, then it sets its state to supporting mode. The unit will remain in such a mode until either the supported nodes are again within communication range or the supported nodes are apart and the disconnection is imminent. In such case, the mobile unit will play the potential disconnection phase.

This three-phase algorithm relies on two assumptions. On the one hand, the set of mobile units is comprised of homogenous devices not only in terms of communication capability, but also in terms of mobility; i.e., they are able to move at similar speeds. On the other hand, it is assumed the environment is free of obstacles; i.e., the time for a mobile unit to reach a target location depends only on the distance.

Related Patterns. No well-known patterns for routing in MANET’s where found.

4.6. Summary

Considering the proposed patterns and the requirements for mobile collaboration proposed in section 2 it is possible to draw a correspondence matrix (Figure 6). This matrix allows to developers to select one or more design pattern in order to deal with a particular problem/limitation.

Figure 6. Correspondence matrix

These proposed patterns have been implemented in a middleware platform [12] and several applications are currently using these reusable designs [12, 13]. Among these applications are mobile collaborative applications to support disaster relief operations, to conduct inspections in construction sites and to manage exams in computer science courses.
5. Conclusions

This paper presented a set of design patterns to deal with several challenges occurring in mobile collaboration. Although this is a partial list of patterns, it is useful enough as to implement most of the communication and coordination mechanisms required for mobile collaboration. The proposed fully distributed architecture provides autonomy to the groupware solutions and the separation of design concerns in several layers provides flexibility and scalability.

At the moment, these patterns have shown to be useful to design both, mobile groupware applications and a middleware to support collaborative systems. However, the authors have been involved in each one of these testing experiences. Thus, as future work it is required to carry out evaluations with external groupware developers. Furthermore, the list of proposed patterns should be extended and they have to be grouped in a pattern system.
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